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Kingsdon Parishioner Consultation  
Saturday 24th November 2018 
 
The following boards have been set out to provide: 
 

 Some background information 
 Some less harmful alternatives 
 Some information relevant to your coming vote 

 
Ask questions and queries …. ask any of the helpers in this venue today. 
 
Photographs showing what we all like about our village and an old photograph dating from around 1960 
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Background information -THE WESTERN GAZETTE  
Report Published by - The Western Gazette - Edited to fit on display board 

 
This is where more than 12,000 new homes could be built in Somerset in the near future - just less than half of them will be in Yeovil 

BY DANIEL MUMBY - LOCAL DEMOCRACY REPORTER - 11 OCT 2018  
UPDATED - 11 OCT 2018 
 
More than 12,000 new homes could be built in south Somerset in the coming years - with just less than half of them being in Yeovil. South Somerset District 
Council has published the results of its Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (HELAA), which identifies sites suitable and available to be 
developed for housing or employment. If housing is delivered on the sites identified, Yeovil will continue to grow to the north and west, with Castle Cary, 
Chard, Crewkerne, Ilminster and Wincanton all being expected to shoulder some of the burden. The majority of the sites identified are for housing only, with a 
number of mixed use development sites scattered across the district. The majority of employment land will be provided in western Yeovil and at key locations 
along the A303.A total of 370 sites across the whole district have been surveyed and assessed, with the council seeking to increase its current four year land 
supply as its Local Plan is reviewed. The results give an indication of where housing and employment demand will be met in the years ahead - though other 
sites may be identified or come forward in the future. Out of these 370 sites, 181 have been found to be "suitable, available and achievable" - of which 133 
have been set aside for housing, and 24 each for employment and mixed use developments. 
 

The council has said an average of 726 houses need to be delivered in south Somerset every year - just less than two a day. Of the 12,540 homes which it 
believes could be achieved, just less than half (5,993) will be built in Yeovil. The four primary market towns of Chard, Crewkerne, Ilminster and Wincanton 
will have 2,926 between them, while the other market towns (Castle Cary, Langport/ Huish Episcopi and Somerton) will take 1,059.The remaining 2,562 
homes will be divided between small rural settlements and the larger "rural centres" - namely Bruton, Ilchester, Martock (including Bower Hinton), Milborne 
Port, South Petherton and Stoke-sub-Hamdon. The council has stressed that a developer would not be automatically granted planning permission just because 
a given site is included or earmarked within the HELAA - any planning application would go through the usual scrutiny by councillors, officers and local 
residents. 

Edit note: HELAA does not mean that planning consents will automatically be granted – this is all to do with housing supply figures. 

The findings of the HELAA will form part of a consultation on the future of the Local Plan, which is expected to take place in early 2019. 

Edit note: there is a long list of places where development is zoned – alphabetically listed. 

 Land west of Queen Street, Keinton Mandeville 

 NO MENTION OF KINGSDON 

 Land west of Martock Road/ Sutton Hill, Long Sutton 

 Land off Kitchens Lane, Lopen 

Kingsdon is not zoned for development in any government policy document. 

There is no requirement for large scale development in Kingsdon.

There is no requirement for 
large scale development in 

Kingsdon 
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The background information 

 The Parish Council have been in confidential negotiation with the owners of the Kingsdon Estate 
for 18 months or so. 

 Throughout this period the Parish Council have maintained the illusion that the village is ripe for 
general development despite being informed of their error in September 2017. 

 The Parish Council have refused to correct this misinformation. 
 The Parish Council based their Village Survey on this misinformation. 
 The Parish Council released promotional information of the KPC/ Kingsdon Estate proposals on 

22nd of September and the details of the concepts on the 13th October 2018. 
 No information or debate was permitted prior to the 13th October. 
 The Parish council in conjunction with the Kingsdon Estate are proposing a large development of 

30 dwellings to secure 2 community assets that are already protected to a high degree from 
development – the parish field and the allotments. 

 The Parish Council have negotiated the inclusion within the proposed development areas a site for 
a much larger Village Hall. 

 The Village Hall site and the two open spaces would be under long term leasehold tenure. 
 Parishioners now seek better and more detailed information, time to discuss the implications and 

an informed vote in due course. 
 Town and Country Planning Policy for Kingsdon assumes that no large scale development will 

take place. 
 To maintain the vitality of the village, the T&CP Policy says that some development can take place  

to serve the community but this should be ‘in scale and in character’ with the village, and if 
smaller houses are required – proposals should target affordable housing [social housing].  

 It is of note that the SSDC 2016 to 2018 review of Affordable Housing requirements does not find a 
need in Kingsdon. 

 

Expressing Your Views Today 
 

 It is up to you to decide if you want any general development other than natural growth. 
 If you want general development in the village consider options 1 to 3. 
 If you want targeted affordable housing consider option 4. 
 If you favour no targeted development consider option 5. 
 If you wish to support a large village hall catering for others outside the village – please record this 

opinion. But, please keep in mind that the funding and maintenance costs are the responsibility of 
the Parish. 

 

Informing Parishioners and seeking a mandate for 
this Village Consultation 

 

 
 
Letter Box Post 1 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Letter Box Post 2 
And Petition 

 165 parishioners signed a Petition requesting ‘more information, open debate 
and a fair vote’ –this consultation pursues these objectives 
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Separating out the issues 
 
We would like to discover whether it is possible to separate the issues about the housing development in 
the village from the issues about the Village Hall. To this end we have undertaken some sketches that: 
 

 Divide the Village Hall from the main housing sites. 
 Provides information on various forms of development. 
 Proposes a number of sites for housing development. 
 Gives you an opportunity to compare solutions. 
 Allows you to make judgements about the affect of your preferences. 

 
The alternative plans illustrate development that may offer more appropriate design solutions for 
Kingsdon. They lean heavily on Government Planning Policy and previously Adopted and Consulted 
Documents for our village: 
 

 The Local Plan published by South Somerset District Council 
 The Village Design Statement 2007 
 The Village Plan 2013 
 The current Village Plan is not yet published and not yet consulted – cannot be taken into account 

 
Any new development plans for the village need to incorporate previously agreed guidelines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Being informed by previously adopted documents that 
set out guidelines for future years 
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Kingsdon village consultation   
 
This consultation is organized by parishioners following the Kingsdon Parish Council 
Extraordinary Meeting on the 13th October 2018 when extensive development proposals where 
publicised. 
 
Purpose of Consultation 
 

 The purpose of the consultation is to bring clarity to the assumptions upon which 
development is proposed, examine the strengths and weaknesses of various proposals and 
allow parishioners to record their comments and opinions. 

 There are other options on display to encourage discussion and allow people to judge 
consequences when reaching decisions. 

 
Planning Applications in Kingsdon 
 

 Planning applications in Kingsdon are subject to two sets of criteria: 
 The first set of rules is set out in the Local Plan where development is allowed in the village 

subject to strict rules. These rules are in place because the nature of rural villages is 
protected. Kingsdon is assumed by the Authorities to require limited development to allow 
it to remain viable as a community.  

 The rules emphasise that: development should meet the wishes of the village and take place 
after extensive and robust consultation, that development should be in scale and in character 
with the village and should target social housing [affordable housing]. 

 The second set of rules – are not rules at all. They cover criteria that have to be considered 
due to strategies and commercial aspects. 

 
Conclusions 
 

 We do not know what might happen when a planning application is made.  
 We do not know whether it will be passed or refused. 

 
Therefore, what we can do is clarify what people think by providing information, 
encouraging debate and recording your views so that you are informed when you cast your 
vote on the final proposals next year.  
 
 
 

This is what we are doing today – informing you and collecting information 
Kingsdon Parish Council in collaboration with the 
Kingsdon Estate have proposed this site for a 20 

dwelling development that incorporates a new Village 
Hall 

The Government Policy for Kingsdon 
 

POLICY SS2: DEVELOPMENT IN RURAL SETTLEMENTS Development in 
Rural Settlements (not Market Towns or Rural Centres) will be strictly 

controlled and limited to that which: 
 

 Provides employment opportunities appropriate to the scale of the 
settlement; and/or 

 Creates or enhances community facilities and services to serve the 
settlement; and/or 

 Meets identified housing need, particularly for affordable housing. 
 

Development will be permitted where it is commensurate with the 
scale and character of the settlement, provides for one or more of 

the types of development above, and increases the sustainability of a 
settlement in general. Proposals should be consistent with relevant 
community led plans, and should generally have the support of the 
local community following robust engagement and consultation. 

Proposals for housing development should only be permitted in Rural 
Settlements that have access to two or more key services listed at 

Paragraph 5.41. 
 

The site chosen by KPC and the Kingsdon Estate for 20 houses and a much 
larger Village Hall 
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The basic current choices 
Perhaps with some less harmful 
variations? 
 
The alternative development proposals seek to separate the 
issues of the Village Hall regeneration and the enabling 
development proposals. 
 
In basic terms – there appear to be only two choices: 
 
Choice 1 [Option 1] is to support the KPC and the Kingsdon 
Estate with their current proposals. It delivers a new site for a 
much larger Village Hall and social housing. The village have 
to accept a 30 dwelling development to make it work. 
 
Choice 2 [Option 5] is to regenerate the Village Hall on the 
existing site and use the former Village Playing Field in 
conjunction with the current site. No development is needed to 
achieve this solution. However, no funds will be forthcoming 
from the sale of the site. 
 
We suggest a third choice [with variations - options 2, 3 and 4] 
which is to consider less harmful ways of doing things. The options 
range in meeting different criteria from matching the current 
magnitude of development to smaller schemes that have fewer 
houses. They separate out the issues and propose phased or 
sequential development. They retain the purchased former Village 
Primary School Playing Field as a facility to be used with the 
Village Hall. 
 

 
 
 

Choice 2 
Option 5 

Choice 1 
Option 1  

Choice 3 
Option 2 

Choice 3 
Option 3 

Choice 3 
Option 4 

Suggested third choices 
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Option 1 - Kingsdon Parish Council’s current proposals in conjunction 
with the Kingsdon Estate – 30 dwellings 
Not in accordance with government policy 
 
The Concept Plans proposed at the 13th October 2018 Extraordinary Kingsdon Parish Council Meeting presented by the Kingsdon Estate and supported by the Parish Council - first 
release of information. This was accompanied by the promotional information issued by the KPC on 24th September- two weeks beforehand. 
 

 20 dwellings including 7 social houses on the site between Underwood Road and Henley Road with a site for a much larger Village Hall. 
 8 dwellings for elderly people on the field opposite the old Primary School Playing Field on Lower Road with 2 dwellings on the existing Village Hall site. 
 In return for the support of the village and on gaining planning consents, the Kingsdon Estate will ensure that the parish field and the allotments together with land to the east 

of Lower Road will be safe for long term village use - leasehold. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 These drawings and photographs were displayed and promoted by 

the KPC in conjunction with the Kingsdon Estate at the 
Extraordinary Parish Council Meeting held at the Village Hall on 
Saturday 13th October 2018 

The Strengths 
 Three development sites that 

deliver 30 dwellings including 15 
social houses [affordable houses]. 

 A new Village Hall site for a 
building that is twice the size of 
the existing facility. 

 More secure use of the parish 
field, the allotments and an 
additional area east of Middle 
Road. 

 
The Weaknesses 

 A Village Hall is sited on the 
edge of the village. 

 A development design that is ‘an 
estate’ typical of urban towns in 
Somerset. 

 The large development affects 
over 20 households in close 
proximity 

20 dwellings 

8 dwellings 

2 dwellings 

Not ‘in scale or in character’ with the village  
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Option 2 – suggested development that can total 28 to 30 dwellings – alternative to KPC/ Kingsdon 
Estate proposals 
Not in accordance with government policy 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Better, but still a very large proposal: D, E and F are 
on land designated a ‘community asset’ 

Not ‘in scale or in character’ with the village  
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Option 2 – a suggestion that indicates 28 dwellings - plus Village Hall site of 2 houses? 
If this is what you favour – is it more in keeping with the village? 
 
A total of 28 to 30 dwellings determined by VH choices – can be 
broken down into developments of 5 or 6 or 8 or 9 dwellings [plus 2 
on VH site]. 
 

 Site A – Six social houses at the north end of Underwood 
Road. This could be a Housing Association site. 

 
 Site B – Nine open market houses adjacent to Henley Road. 

 
 Site C – Five open market high value houses adjacent to 

Henley Road – a ‘gateway’. 
 

 Site D – Two social houses, four bungalows for the elderly and 
two open market bungalows. 

 
 This gives 28 dwellings in total – similar to the KPC/ Kingsdon 

Estate current proposals. 
 
There are two options for the regeneration of the Village Hall: 
 

 A new site ‘F’ for a new Village Hall - shown as about 350 m2 
in area – could be bigger or smaller. 

 The Village Hall regenerated/ refurbished on its existing site 
‘E’ – shown to be 350 m2 with the car parking requirements 
met. 

 Both options make use of the newly acquired former playing 
field - ‘G’. 

 
Note: the sketch shows a community orchard between Underwood 
Road and Henley Road, a replanting of the orchard to the old 
quarry site. Woodland is also proposed in various locations 
depending on the ‘final mix and match’. 
 
 
On all Alternative Schemes – A new ‘gateway’ is designed on 
the approach from Lytes Cary into the village - shown thus: 

Designed as a 
‘gateway’ into 
the village 

G 

6 

9 

5 

8 

2? 

Better, but still a large 
scale proposal not 
supported by 
government policy: D, E 
and F are on a 
designated ‘community 
asset’ 

Not ‘in scale or in character’ with the village  
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Option 3 – a suggestion that indicates 6 to 23 Dwellings 
Plus Village Hall site of 2 houses?  
Not in accordance with government policy 
 
A total of 23 to 25 dwellings determined by VH choices – can be 
broken down into developments of 6 or 8 or 9 dwellings. 

 
This sketch removes 5 dwellings from the end of Henley Road. The 
land to the end is shown planted as woodland. 
 
The sketch retains the other design solutions but it is less valuable to 
the Kingsdon Estate. Therefore, not all the ‘gains’ may be 
achievable as the open market housing on this Henley Road site is 
reduced from 14  dwellings to 9 dwellings. Total number of houses 
on the Kingsdon Estate developed land would be 15 dwellings 
excluding the Lower Road site. 
 
On both these alternative development proposals [options 2 and 3] 
the development of 8 dwellings on the Lower Road site could be 
included in the Kingsdon Estate development proposals or shared 
with the village. This would be a matter of negotiation. 
 
However, it should be noted that in either case it is possible that the 
alternative development proposals could be of interest to the 
Kingsdon Estate as they are: 
 

 Less muddled with a Village Hall on the most valuable tracts 
of land. 

 There is flexibility in meeting the Local Authority 
requirements for 35% Affordable Housing Criteria.  

 The elements can be developed sequentially. 
 The Estate does not have to wait for the parishioners to sort 

out the viability of a Village Hall before proceeding with the 
general development on sites ‘A’ and ‘B’. 

 
On all Alternative Schemes – A new ‘gateway’ is designed on  
the approach from Lytes Cary into the village - shown thus:

A 

B 

6 

9 

8 

2? 

Not ‘in scale or in character’ with the village  

Better, but still a large 
scale proposal not 
supported by 
government policy: D, E 
and F are on a 
designated ‘community 
asset’ 
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Option 4 – a suggested proposal that targets 6 social houses [affordable houses] 
Alternative Housing Association development 
As supported by government policy – meets needs of village 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The sketch shows: 2 social housing bungalows, 2 
three bedroom social houses, 2 two bedroom social 
houses, and 3 open market houses to help fund the 
social housing. 

This sketch is ‘in scale and in 
character’ with the village and 
respects all protected areas. 
The sketch also responds to the 
ideas contained in the adopted 
‘Village Design Statement’ and 
adopted Village Plan 

Is ‘in scale and in character’ with the village  

Probably the best of the suggested alternatives, but 
does not provide for a new site for the Village Hall 
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This sketch shows Assets of 
Community Value identified 
in the Adopted Village Plan 
2013 and an indication of the 
housing development that 
has taken place over the last 
35 years or so. 
 
The indicative development 
over 35 years or so is shaded 
red  

Kingsdon has grown for 
over 1000 years. There 
have always been changes 
over time. These are OS 
maps from 1835 and 1960  

Assets of Community 
Value [ACV] and 
development over the last 
35 years or so plus farms 
as yet not redeveloped: 
 
The farms not as yet 
redeveloped/ regenerated 
shown thus:  

The Kingsdon Manor 
redevelopment introduced 
5 new houses where there 
had been no development 
beforehand.  

These spaces are protected 
as assets of community 
value by the existing 
adopted policies for 
Kingsdon: 
 
The Parish Field and the 
Allotments enjoy 
additional protection under 
Government Policy 
 
 

Option 5 – the current alternative to option 1 - natural growth - no designated development 
As supported by government policy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Is ‘in scale and in character’ with the village  
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Choices - there are two current options open to us – but, we have introduced a third suggestion with 
variations for your consideration – it may be possible to mix and match depending on your 
preferences 
 
No planned development at all – option 5 
 

 For: Our lovely village will be much as it is now. It will change, but more slowly. 
 

 Against: The agents acting for the Kingsdon Estate have a duty to pursue development in the village – they 
may succeed or they may not. The parishioners are not without defences in these matters. 

 
The development proposed by the Kingsdon Estate and our Parish Council – option 1 
 

 For: Guarantee of long term leases on the Village Field and Allotments, land for a new Village Hall and 
land to the east of the proposed development in Lower Road. 

 
 Against: Inappropriate development form, and developers could change design after sale from the 

Kingsdon Estate, sets a precedent for further development of land in the village, increased traffic in the 
village and poor location of Village Hall away from the centre of the village. Proposals will increase the 
population from circa 300 by some 100 new residents in a very short period thus affecting our closely knit 
community. This magnitude of growth is not proposed elsewhere in the South Somerset District. 

 
Different ways of doing things – the Kingsdon Estate has as yet to be consulted – options 2, 3 and 4 
 

 For: More appropriate development forms, less harm to the built environment, largest scheme matches the 
current KPC/ Estate development proposals, proposals can be broken down into phased development to 
meet preferences of parishioners, better locations for Village Hall – with a small alternative social housing 
scheme illustrated. 

 
 Against: developers could change designs after sale from the Kingsdon Estate, sets a  precedent for further 

development of land in the village [except for option 4], increased traffic in the village. The larger 
proposals will increase the population from circa 300 by up to some 100 new residents in a short period 
thus affecting the closely knit community – but, could be phased. 

 
Next action depends on our elected Council, but we hope they will 
take the option of an alternative plan on board and seek a less 
harmful solution than the current ‘housing estate’ proposal.

Different ways of doing things 
Suggested options 2, 3 and 4 

Kingsdon Estate/ KPC 
Option 1 

No development 
Option 5 

Is ‘in scale and in character’ with the village  

Not ‘in scale or in character’ with the village  
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Collecting information today  

 
May we prompt a few thoughts? 
 

 You might like to quantify what is meant by ‘a lot more’, ‘a few more’ and ‘about right’ – 
the wording in the Kingsdon Survey. 

 It is of note that if you combine the vote in the Village Survey of ‘a few more’ with the vote 
for ‘about right’ this represented 76% of the vote – 16% wanted ‘a lot more’ houses. 

 You might keep in mind that the Kingsdon Estate wishes to trade secure community use 
areas for consented developments – but are only offering leasehold tenure.  

 You might consider that the current parish field and allotments are leased from the 
Kingsdon Estate. Whilst it would be difficult to develop these open spaces, it is possible that 
the rents might increase. 

 
Because the renewal of our Village Hall is tangled in the current KPC development 
proposals - you might like to express a view on where the Village Hall is best sited – there are 
choices that involve: 
 

 There are three indicated locations – but, you may have other opinions? 
 The Village Hall Committee is sorting out the design and funding of the Village Hall. 

 
There are advantages to building a new Village Hall on a new site but Government has 
recently relieved the VAT liabilities for refurbishment solutions: 
 

 We may raise capital from the sale of the old site developed for housing. 
 We will be able to maintain the use of the existing Hall whilst we sort out a new one. 

 
There are views expressed in the Village Survey that support social housing provision [affordable 
housing]. Therefore, all the development options on display today contain elements of social 
housing. Open market housing in the village is likely to be expensive and beyond the means of 
most local people. 
 
Housing occupancy rates have fallen since 1900 when the population of Kingsdon was over 400 
residents living in far fewer houses than are in the village today. It was essentially a village where 
most people worked the adjacent farmland. Today things are different and we probably need 
different solutions for different times but there might be ways to resolve our current difficulties 
without doing too much harm ….. 
 
If we increase the size of our village by a third the old road systems will be severely stretched. 
You may wish to consider the traffic impact on the safety and tranquillity of the village?

You may wish 
to clarify what 
you understood 
by ‘a few more’ 
and ‘a lot more’  

The Published Village Survey results - require clarification 
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Information to be recorded today - please 

 
We wish you to record your opinions and comments. 
 
There are papers available to assist in the recording of information – if you require assistance please ask for help. If you require 
more time to think about things – please deposit your ‘comments sheet’ in the sealed Comments Box at the Village Shop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We hope that you will have found today’s consultation interesting, friendly and worthwhile. 
 

Pens and paper available – do not forget to sign your comments sheet! 
 
 
 
 
 
Photographs of the village affected by the development proposals 
 
 

Kingsdon 1800 Agreed Village Plan KPC/ Estate Options Options 

This consultation seeks to correct misinformation and 
misguidance circulating in the village and offer alternative ways 

of achieving acceptable levels of growth – the choice is yours 
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Key points 
 

 There is no large scale development requirement for Kingsdon - the Parish Council have misinformed you on this matter. 
 The Parish Survey was ill-informed by the assumption of extensive development – therefore, the phrasings of the questions were ill-informed which is why we need 

clarification on the preferred number of houses. 
 There are only two options available at the moment – the KPC/ Kingsdon Estate option or, natural growth [options 1 and 5]. 
 The whole thing started some 18 months ago with somebody on the Village Hall Committee approaching the Kingsdon Estate asking for a site for a new Village 

Hall. They had no mandate to do this. 
 From this point the whole matter escalated with the Parish Council entering private confidential discussions with the Kingsdon Estate who wish to realise 

development values for their land that surrounds Kingsdon. The KPC had no mandate to do this. 
 The Parish Council have taken 18 months before any information was released. We have had 6 weeks. 
 In these 18 months the KPC guided a vote on the demolition of the Village Hall and the disposal of the assets – this was an enabling vote to pursue their undisclosed 

objectives. 
 The Kingsdon Estate saw that a site for a new Village Hall would greatly enhance their chances of obtaining residential planning consent on their land. They have 

also added additional social houses [affordable houses] to ease the T&CP process. 
 The Parish Council sought benefits for the village where the allotments and parish field could gain greater security of tenure and more social housing [affordable 

housing]. They succeeded in the provision of social housing by exceeding the statutory minimum – 15 social houses rather than 7 social houses. 
 However, the gains on the parish field and the allotments are less successful as they are already heavily protected under the planning system. 
 And, we swop a freehold tenure for our Village Hall for a leasehold tenure – not a good idea. 
 The price the village pays is to increase our size by a third – this is a very high price. 

 
There is no Government requirement to develop Kingsdon beyond natural 
growth with targeted small scale development to meet specific needs. 
 
This whole saga starts with individuals approaching the Kingsdon Estate for a 
site for a large Village Hall and culminates in proposals for large scale 
development. 
 
This increases the size of the village by 30% with a development pattern more 
appropriate to Yeovil. 
 
We are charged with providing accurate and unbiased information. 
 
We are charged with providing alternative ways of doing things. 
 
That is what we have done today. 

How it started and how it finished – 18 months of secrecy 
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SO WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN? 
 
 

Our Parish Council have said they will soon be giving us a vote on whether to accept the 
Kingsdon Estate/ KPC 30 house development plan. 
. 
The vote will be simply on a YES accept it or NO reject it basis. 
 
Greenslade Taylor Hunt has confirmed they are willing to send any suggested 
alternative development ideas from the village to the Kingsdon Estate for consideration. 
The Kingsdon Estate is the land owner for whom GTH are acting. 
 
This means you can vote NO and there is opportunity for alternatives to be considered. 
 
The Village Hall Committee has only just begun to assess whether we need a new hall on 
a different site. 
 
Again, you can vote NO - there is time for the Village Hall Committee's report on 
whether we need a new much larger village hall or an extensively refurbished village 
hall, together with the possible cost and all alternatives. 
 

 
Thank you. 
 


